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The Power of Social Media: Creating Extraordinary Messages

Armaan Sanghera

In this article, Sanghera explores the power of social media and individual 
voice. By conducting a writing experiment to create her own website, 
Sanghera discovered how important goals are to any piece of writing. Her 
purpose of this article is to stress how powerful social media can be, how 
the voice of an individual matters, and the impact people can have on 
others through social media.

Starting from nothing and building something is a miraculous process 
and one that many people do not realize they are even participating in. When 
you sit down and create a product, no matter how big or small, it instantly 
becomes something unique. The power and capability that each of  us have 
of  creating something of  substance is very strong, especially when it comes 
to writing and communication. I feel as humans we have a tendency to 
underestimate how much power our words have. What many people need to 
realize is that what they say and do matters. In contemporary society, we have 
a powerful tool that can help us make a statement: the Internet. Social media 
makes the process of  “being heard” so much easier than in the past. Social 
media allows individuals to express their ideas, start a movement, and have a 
creative outlet to utilize for a variety of  purposes. 

Earlier in my college career, I was given the opportunity to create a non-

gave all of  us some creative freedom. Our professor gave us the options of  
going the traditional route by writing a paper, but we could branch out by 
creating a scrapbook, website, or anything else we could imagine. When we 
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to put my project together. There are not many opportunities in college to 
create a project that allows creative freedom. I wanted to take advantage of  
this. First, I decided to come up with an objective, and then I brainstormed 
good ways to execute it. The goal I chose was showcasing artists. Many of  my 
close friends from high school create music. They have been doing this for a 
long time and have somehow managed to stick with it in college, even with 
their busy schedules. I have been fortunate enough to see each of  them grow 
exponentially through this expression, so this was my way of  giving them the 
recognition they deserve. I decided to create a website that revolved entirely 
around their work and their stories. Creating a website seemed perfect to me 
because it was a creative way to put the piece together. I also felt like creating 
a website would allow me to show readers more than other genres I could 
use. I knew that a website would be accessible to a wide audience, so this 
would mean the most possible recognition. I wanted the readers to be able 
to feel a connection to the artists and their stories. Creating a website would 
encourage those feelings. 

where to begin. Although this medium was a new one for me to work with, 
it did not scare me off. There are so many different social media networks 
available, and chances are that people are not even aware of  the range of  
tools to use. Furthermore, not everyone will know how to use them or will 
even know their purpose. The key is to not let these factors intimidate you, 
because in the long run, social media can help you express yourself  in new 

research websites that revolve around music. I researched Pitchfork and Spin 
Magazine’s websites, both of  which are sites I read on a regular basis. I had 
never sat down and analyzed them, so seeing them from a new perspective 
was a learning experience. The websites do a great job of  showcasing new 
and old artists. They are seen as respectable music websites and make sure to 
include important aspects about bands and artists that people would maybe 
not always think about including. 

Even after studying some examples of  what I wanted to create, when I 
started writing, I felt a little overwhelmed, because I was not sure where to 
start or how to start for that matter. So, I decided to research different ways 
I could set up the website. I did this by examining websites I liked and taking 
notes about their layout. I began to think of  different ways I could implement 
these unique ideas. The main way I did this was by drawing out how I might 
want the layout of  the site to look. Eventually I found a format that matched 
my drawings, and I started thinking about other ways that I could keep the 
presentation alive and interesting. After surveying so many examples, I knew 
I wanted to incorporate important features about the bands, like how they got 
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started, their biographies, interviews, music, and pictures of  them to make 
the site feel more personal.

and I realized that I needed to do some content research too. Since the point 
of  this project was to showcase my friends and their music, I wanted to make 
sure that when I interviewed them and gathered research that I was getting 
some of  the most important information for the website itself. One of  my 
main goals was to make sure that their biographies and pictures showcased 
the essence of  their personalities and really made it so the readers felt like 
they knew them. Making the audience think about music and local artists 
in a different way was also a goal of  mine. Local artists sometimes get the 
reputation that they are untalented or that they will not make it big anywhere. 
This is not true; everybody starts off  at square one and works their way up. 
The image that I wanted to relay with this project was that these people are 
passionate individuals. Even though this project was about my friends, there 
was still a lot of  information that I did not know about their bands or how 
they got started. I can safely say making the project was a learning experience. 

In thinking about my own goals, I realized how important a person’s 
objective is, whatever they are writing or producing. As I worked, my goal also 
became narrower. In addition to showcasing the artists, my goal in making 
this website became to help people be aware that all musicians start for a 

up a guitar” or “I wanted to make music so people could connect and not 
feel alone all the time,” it all just depends on the people making the music 
and what their objective is. I quickly discovered that just like my website, 
goals drive the texts that musicians create as well. I think that as listeners we 
sometimes forget that these artists have more to them than just what we hear, 
and like all writing and creative expression, they have certain objectives that 
drive what they produce. 

While working on this project, I started thinking more about goals in 
writing and creativity. Passion and drive are important factors of  any creation, 
including making an effective piece of  social media. I was able to realize this 
intense sense of  motivation and passion when I worked on this project. Working 
on my website brought up many nostalgic memories, considering a majority 
of  my high school years were spent going to shows for these individuals and 
listening to them talk about their music or just hearing what they were currently 
working on. While I was working on my project, I got so completely submerged 

made my writing and creating process much more meaningful. I had a goal I 
wanted to achieve, and that was exciting. I found myself  writing for me and 
my friends and not necessarily my professor. My writing was genuine, and I 
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was able to write from a place I hadn’t written from before. Once I started 
writing about everyone and their music, I found that my thoughts and ideas 

was when I realized that if  you are passionate about something, it will not feel 
like a chore to educate others. Writing gives a sense of  accomplishment and 

to my goal. I realized that I wasn’t really even trying to change someone’s 
perspective, but rather just help people understand that there is always more to 
things than we think there are. That’s the case with my friends and their own 
goals in music, and my goal was to get that across in my writing.

Once I had written the biographies, I had to actually assemble the website. 
Again, this came back to my objectives. I had to put it together in a way that was 

aspect for me. First, I was not sure how I envisioned the website, so starting 

like the most popular website to use for what I wanted to create. After doing a 
little more research into the site and discussing the project with my professor, I 
decided it wasn’t the best medium for my goals. I decided to take my professor’s 
suggestion and went with a site called Weebly. These sites are different from 
one another in many ways. Weebly is a lot easier to navigate and put together 
and also allows the creators to do more with the site. The templates are not set 
in stone, which was refreshing. Most of  the features that are provided to you 

templates were made to accommodate adding pictures, music, or text.

Figure 1: General Layout of  the Articles
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Once I found that Weebly’s features matched my goals, I returned to the 
idea of  examining examples to further investigate this kind of  writing. After 

that looked sleek and simple. I needed something that would not draw too 
much attention away from what I was trying to put together. While I was doing 
research on websites, I realized that I wanted to make sure the website had more 
than just text. So I included pictures of  the artists, links, or attachments to their 
music, and pictures that I had taken from previous years. I decided to do this 
because I think that when readers are only given text they do not get drawn in as 
much. A website with just text is less appealing to readers. I wanted to make sure 
that the readers were entertained, as well as felt a personal touch throughout the 
website. The pictures of  the artists were included so readers could put a face to 
the name, and breaking the biographies into sections also made it easy to  read. 
(See Figure 1 for an example of  my layout, which starts off  with a biography 
about the band and then moves on to an interview). I decided to utilize the 
layout in this way because I felt like it was the easiest on the eyes.

I also attached music so I could actually showcase my friends. Without 
the music and the pictures, these individuals would not have been fully 
showcased. Then I decided to add pictures that I had taken from previous 
years because I wanted the website to have a personal side. Since the project 
was really nostalgic for me, I included pictures from different memories I had 
with these individuals, just to show that the website was more than a project 
for me. I wanted readers to understand that the people I was writing about 
were not strangers. I wanted to make an impact with what I was saying and 
maybe even a statement to provide insight into my main point. (Figure 2 is 
an example of  how I included pictures from experiences I had with these 
individuals, but again these choices all came back to my goals).

Figure 2: First Page of  My Website
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In addition to thinking about what I wanted people to take away 
from my website, there was another audience that played a crucial part 
in my goals and the choices I made to achieve them: my friends. While 
I was putting this website together, I was very concerned with how my 
friends would perceive it. I wanted to make sure that I did justice to each 
of  these individuals. This played a big part in the pictures I chose, as in 

pictures wouldn’t mean much to the audience, I wanted to incorporate 
them to give readers an insight to how much these individuals have grown 
and how hard they have each worked. The picture I chose had a lot to 
do with how I wanted my friends to perceive the site, in addition to my 
greater audience.

I used pictures as headers throughout the entire website. I wanted to 
make it a point to have a universal message for the rest of  the potential 
audience: anyone who cared about music. I wanted to make sure that 
people knew they could read this even if  they did not know the individuals 
that it was about. It was supposed to showcase artists, but beyond that, I also 
wanted to get people to possibly look into the music they listen to themselves 
a little bit more. I wanted the website to center around my own experience 
and the individuals’ experiences, but also explore a generalized idea of  how 
some people experience music. This was my way of  using the Internet as 
a tool to make people more aware of  something that they may have not 
even thought about before, just to change their thinking a bit. This was not 
necessarily my primary motive, but it was still a small motive that I wanted 
to achieve.

Figure 3: Headers Featuring Pictures of  My Friends
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my friends to see. I had barely posted it for ten minutes when the likes and 
comments came pouring in. I did not realize how much people cared or paid 
attention to things posted on Facebook or any social media network, really. 
This moment made me realize how powerful something like creating your 
own website could be. The fact that I could make people read something, just 
because I made it on Weebly, was really incredible to me. I found that the most 
interesting thing to keep an eye on was the stats on the actual website. Weebly 
has a feature where you can see how many views your website is getting and 
how many of  those views are from individual computers. I was completely 
shocked; people had started to share the website on their own band pages, with 
their friends, and with their families. I couldn’t believe how many views the 
site was getting. To be completely honest, I was feeling pretty overwhelmed. 
All my purposeful choices resulted in my website actually meeting my goals. 
It was after that point though that I realized how big of  a difference all of  
us can make. Sometimes the Internet can be seen as a horrible thing that is 
addictive. Yet there are also some cases in which we do not realize how good 
we have it. Many of  our parents were not fortunate enough to have access to 
the Internet. They never had an opportunity to immediately share thoughts 
or have someone listen to what they had to say. There was no way to have 
something you made go viral. Exposure and recognition like this, which was 
one of  my main objectives, was not a realistic goal for generations before ours.

While I started making this website, I actually had the mentality of  
thinking that the Internet was ruining my generation. I could not think of  a 

opinion, social media had just become something that was making people 
my age anti-social and lonely. It seemed it was starting to become something 
that was preventing people from living their lives fully and appreciating the 
people that surround them and the world outside the Internet. Seeing the 
feedback after having my website posted for a few minutes made me change 
my mind a little bit. It really started to put things into perspective for me. I 
started thinking about how important it was to me that my message got out 
to people. Whether they agreed with it or not, I just wanted people to take a 
second to take in my message. That was another goal I did not realize I had; I 
wanted a reaction to what I was saying. Even though this was not a goal I was 
aware of  having, my choices helped me achieve it too. I started to see how big 
of  an impact the Internet and technology can have on people, and I realized 
that it can be used in a positive way to make a difference. The person using 
technology to write has to want to make that difference. 

When you think about it, many artists or musicians that get famous do so 
because of  social media networks. Once you send something out, it is there 
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for others to share or send to their peers. The power that this generation has 
is outstanding, and I think that it is something that everyone should try to use. 
This website was only for my English class, but by the end of  it I had learned 

say no other project has given me. I was able to get a grasp of  the importance 
of  our opinions. I also learned that identifying your goals for a project can be 
the cornerstone of  what you create. As I was creating my website, I started to 
realize how much I was actually capable of  doing, as long as I had a goal to 
guide me. When I was done with the project, I was very concerned with how 
people would perceive my work. I was not even sure if  I wanted to post it on 
the Internet for anyone to see. Now that it has all been said and done, I am 
very thankful that I did. Although, the website did not go viral or anything 
close to that, I still got the attention of  many people that I did not think I 
would be getting attention from. There is really no way to describe the feeling 
of  knowing that people took the time to read your message. This project gave 
me a sense of  accomplishment and importance. I accomplished my main 

share with the public and something I was very proud of. I learned much 
more from this project than just creating a website, and I am very thankful 
for that. 

Visit my site: http://armaansanghera.weebly.com
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